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2• What we are trying to achieve
• scope; pathways to tools
• Where we are now
• brief recap from previous workshop; wider context
• Some challenges ahead
• few examples: machine learning; metrics; trade-offs
• Next steps
• selected heads-up for now; will present at end of day
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Scope of thematic challenge 4
What TC4 does not include
• airport slots 
• i.e. non-ATM, ‘strategic’ slots, coordinated airports
• cybersecurity (TC1) 
• c.f. cryptoeconomic tools as enablers of new mechanisms ✓
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Scope of thematic challenge 4
What TC4 may include in future
• we are open to new suggestions
• workshops such as today
• PhDs and CF project(s) developing ideas
• see ‘next steps’ for opportunities 
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Theory of Planned Behaviour
TPB dates from mid-1980s, used in health sector; 
three predictors of individual intention: 
• attitude (favourable disposition towards the action);
• subjective norm (perceived social pressure to act);
• perceived behavioural control (whether individual 
feels in control of process of action).
Developed & deployed to promote sustainable 
travel choices as ‘Seven Stages of Change’ model 
(early 2000s) (see figure LHS)
Useful framework, e.g. where to target campaign; 
not strictly sequential (e.g. feedback); some degree 
of post-rationalisation
Need to evaluate institutional and individual 
behaviour; used for CDA evaluations*
* Cook and Tanner, 2008. Managing the Acceptance of Change in ATM
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We need to participate
UDPP works
UDPP can be best option
We can protect 456 & 231
Let’s join the trial at XYZ
Tool at XYZ every day
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Who nudges the nudger?
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Behavioural science pathway in ATM
Understand
Human perspective
‘Irrational’  ⊄ ‘wrong’
Stated/understood goals c.f. actions
Better decisions – more time, more information
Post-rationalisation (cognition and choice)
• thousands of inputs competing for our attention, 
also as we make significant decisions
• only some voluntary actions leave a trace in short-
term memory (= motivation?)
• which inputs/thoughts were ‘causes’ of an action?
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Behavioural science pathway in ATM
Predict
Model perspective
Two types of uncertainty:
• epistemic: model deficiency, lack of information
• aleatory: stochastic, inherent
• capture such effects in agents?
• very close utilities/prospects
Wider modelling, challenge to capture:
• causality (technical workshop?)
• emergence (positive and negative)
• gaming
• ‘irrationality’
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Behavioural science pathway in ATM
Facilitate
HM perspective
Behavioural economics – ‘nudge’ to make ‘right’ 
choice easier, whilst leaving all choices available 
KPAs to measure ‘right’ (e.g. equity and flexibility)




Better decisions – more time, more information
• wider context: peers; network (evidence-led)
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Behavioural science pathway in ATM
Automate
HM perspective
CASA (FPFS) – notwithstanding acceptability, 
“Innovative Slot Allocation” report (EATCHIP, 1997) 
explores prioritising flights by pax numbers, issues 
of equity ... ISA as a “longer term project” 
Scale, stakeholder perspective, mechanisms:
• hub / AU, airport backbone / AU alliances,
... whole network
• rules-based, market-based (monetary/credits)
Data science is a “concept to unify statistics, data 
analysis, machine learning and their related 
methods” (Wikipedia) – broad church, so is TC4
• AlphaGo, ‘move 37’ – locally ‘bad’, globally ‘good’
• new motifs, new styles of play
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Behavioural science pathway in ATM
Nudging behaviour, all around us
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What we are trying to achieve
Behavioural science pathway in ATM
Nudging behaviour, all around us














Engage PhD Call open
TC4 workshop 1
Engage CF Call 1 open
ER4 Call open (Topic 8)
TC4 workshop 2
Engage CF Call 2 open
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Where we are now
Recap from TC4 workshop 1 (details in website briefing doc)
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Where we are now
Behavioural economics in ER4
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Where we are now
Two Engage PhDs and catalyst fund project
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Where we are now
Next version of this workshop
November 2020?
• results from the catalyst fund project (Nommon)
• progress from / support to the PhDs (candidates?)
• further activities from 2nd Engage catalyst fund Call
• focus on progress towards tools




Some challenges ahead (1/3)
Examples for discussion
From ML perspective
• difficult to train nets (esp. deep learning)
• new styles of play c.f. lack of ‘general’ intelligence (so far)
• interpretability





Some challenges ahead (2/3)
Examples for discussion
Metrics (let’s be ambitious!)
• no KPIs yet for flexibility KPA (UDPP examples) or access & equity KPA
• resilience (capacity KPA, various PIs); need: absorptive, adaptive, restorative
• can we measure mechanism susceptibility to ‘irrational’ behaviour?
• pax delay c.f. flight delay (e.g. POEM, SESAR WP-E) ...
(buffer, re-sector, rebook)
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Some challenges ahead (3/3)
Examples for discussion
Trade-offs
• ... and pax types (CASSIOPEIA, SESAR WP-E, et seq. ...)
• capacity offered c.f. punctuality (older); equity c.f. flexibility
• delay cost supralinear function of duration: all delay mins not equal





Selected heads-up – will present at end of day
To bear in mind for now
• Engage technical workshops (industry / academia)
• updates from today, before 2nd Engage catalyst fund Call
Thank you
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